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On The Boulevard …

McCarthy’s day-long patrol of Let Them Dream 
Boulevard produced zero profit. 

The police in this sorry nation were expected to 
scrounge a living in the filthy alleys, using only a badge 
and their wits. Never mind salary, there were no benefits, 
except for a Zone Pass. 

Occasionally, a reward was posted for a notorious 
criminal, but the money never trickled down to the 
patrolman who’d risked his life to make the arrest. 

Scavenger with a badge! It was a lawful but awful way 
to make a living. Christ’s Mercy, if only the Terrible Tide 
hadn’t forced McCarthy and a million others to leave his 
beloved Ireland.
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Since he’d immigrated, McCarthy’s hopes had often 
risen like a tide, only to crash into the rocks of reality. 
And today, by Christ! A lovely blondie, perfect for 
breeding, had been ripped away by Evil Judge Finnegan. 

Mary, that was the blondie’s name. Tarry sighed. The 
very name of Our Blessed Mother.

He spied a nenio passed out on a filthy mattress. Oh 
for the days of coins, for the jingle. Now you had to 
search their filthy pockets for meal tickets. 

Tarantula patted down this nenio. A female! His hands 
brushed her breast. 

“Apologies to ye lass. No offense meant.” 
Tarantula retrieved from her pocket a lump of cold 

wormy rice.
She awoke and crawled toward a filthy alley.
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By Christ, the poor desperate woman was hiding 
babbies in the alcove. 

“Get up woman, and clutch your babbies.”
The beautiful babies cooed.
Tarry’s stone cop heart turned to warm Irish porridge.
He’d learned to write off nenio infants as doomed. But 

not these. A starving babby does not cry. 
These could be saved. They weren’t Irish, but they 

was still babbies. 
He brings mother and babbies home to his apartment, 

and feeds them his finest RX1 potatoes, cooked by the 
current from his stolen solar setup.

The woman’s name, the best he could make it, was 
Rain. The babbies she had not named yet, in fear they 
would die.
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BLUA ZONO PRECINCT BULLETIN
Body washed up, foot of Bay Boulevard, upon 
the Market Canal. Naked female.Throat cut.

McCarthy steps out on the balcony to smoke a cigar 
and stare at his sliver-view of the bay. The sky is blood 
red, with fire in the hills, as usual, caused by Mexican 
drone strikes. McCarthy did not believe the rumors that 
the bombs were dropped by his own government to 
keep the war spirit alive.

He shudders when he sees a message scroll onto his 
duty phone. Christ almighty! He doesn’t need a murder 
added to his caseload.
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Meanwhile, in Mexico …

As the sun drops over the Pacific, Piano splashes, 
wades and paddles toward a pier. He’d been floating 
for hours, clinging to a chunk of RealCrete and now, 
exhausted, he grabs for a ladder.

He could barely force simple thoughts. The last he 
remembered, he’d smoked himself into a stupor, had 
fallen asleep on a RealCrete slab and been washed out 
to sea.

 He’d paddled toward this shore, fighting tide and 
currents. Now, clinging to the ladder of salvation, he, 
exhausted, gives thanks to Jeez.

It’s the official state religion and the only one Piano 
has ever known. 
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Piano crawls across a pier and collapses in the 
sand. He awakes in a clean, bright hospital.

A doctor introduces herself as June Wo.
“Where am I?”
“Don’t you know?” she asked. “What’s the date?”
Piano shrugged.
“Who is the President?”
“Malvin Malenkovich.”
“I mean the President of Mexico.”
“I’m in Mexico? The Promised Land?”
“Lucky you,” said Doctor Wo. “Your refugee status has 

been approved. We’re going to discharge you this 
afternoon. We’ve reserved you an apartment, and 
assigned you a job. You’ll be on the cleaning crew at 
Reverse Lightning Labs.” 
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“In our society,” Dr. Wo tells him, “everyone works 
and everyone is taken care of.”

“Even nenioj?” Piano asked.
“We don’t keep our people behind walls,” she said.
But during his first stroll in his new neighborhood, 

Jeffersonia Air Force drones descend from the clouds 
and bomb Reverse Lightning Labs. Along with two 
schoolkids, Piano ducks behind a wall.

“Don’t my people know?” he muttered. “They’re 
dropping bombs on children.”
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The President’s companion…

After a week of orientation at the Capitol, Mary found 
herself alone with the President in his personal bunker.

“I have big plans for you,” Malenkovich says. “But 
your public debut will wait until your hair grows to … an 
attractive length.”

He approached her from behind and put her in a 
choke hold.

“We’ve written an official biography for you. You’ll be 
expected to study— no!—absorb it. The most important 
part is this: You never encountered the First Lady. You 
never had any dealings with her. You never even met the 
bitch. Do you understand?”
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Frightened, Mary agrees. The 
President gives her a temporary 
assignment: She is to be the 
aide to Joss, the Minister of 
Education.

“Excuse me, but my I know 
the minister’s first name?”

“That slippery bastard only 
has one name,” the President 
says. “Keep your eyes open 
down there. And check in with me 
from time to time.”

Mary takes the Whirl-A-
Vator to Joss’s office and 
meets her new boss.

“The schools!” she 
exclaims. “I’m so eager 
to help the schools.”

“In this nation,” 
Minister Joss says, 
“education has nothing to 
do with the schools.”

He cast a cold eye upon her. “So Malenkovich sent 
another spy down here, did he? Young lady, you’re 
going to get an education, all right.”

He escorts her down a dark hallway to a musty, 
windowless office. 

“Assume you’re being bugged,” he says. “Always.”

The Minister …
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Assignment: Kissy Jag…

Minister Joss assigns Mary to handle Kissy Jag, the 
world-famous pop singer. Kissy has scheduled a huge 
free concert on Patriot Plaza on July 4th, to mark the 
10th year of Jeffersonia’s founding.

“She’s a seditious songbird,” says Joss. “An enemy of 
the state. But she’s popular with the Mexicans, so not 
even Malenkovich dares to bring her down. I fought 
against scheduling this concert, but Big Ears never 
listens. Your assignment is to keep this event under 
the tightest control.” 

July 4th!!!! 

Patriot Plaza!!!!
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Mary begins to work on the Kissy Control Project but 
she’s shocked when the Whirl-A-Vator doors open and 
Danny Murphy steps out.

Mary, overwhelmed, hides her emotion. The paranoia 
Capitol atmosphere had already seeped into her. They 
must pretend not to know one another. She shushes 
Danny. 

Mary’s  trembling with excitement to see that Danny is 
alive and in good health.

Joss notices how flustered she is, and directs Danny 
to wait in his office.

“Do you know this fellow?” Joss asks.
“Gracious no,” Mary says. 
“You’re all flustered,” scolds Josh. “Contain yourself.  I 

know he’s a hunk, but don’t get your hopes up. In a few 
days he’ll have his pick of any woman in Jeffersonia.”
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Meanwhile, at Hungry Al’s home …

Finnegan learns that he’s been short-listed for Poet 
Laureate. He buys a bottle of champagne and brings it 
to Hungry Al’s home. He’s hoping Al will relay this news 
to his powerhouse aunt in the East.

“You don’t want the so-called honor,” Al says. 
“And why would that be?” asks Finnegan.
“You’d be a beacon of Esperanto. You want your 

novel published in English, don’t you? Aunt Jennifer 
loathes poetry, and she’s a rabid dog looking to take a 
bite out of Esperanto. She’d jump off the rooftop before 
she’d publish an Esperanto poet.”
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Finnegan’s walk …

Al’s advice has rattled Finnegan, and he walks home 
determined to withdraw his application for Poet 
Laureate.

On the way home he’s threatened by nenoij thugs. 
They commonly used sharpened tin cans as weapons, 
and females as bait.

He buys off the thugs, giving them meal tickets, and 
considers himself lucky they didn’t stab him. From 
Hungry Al he’d just learned about the disappearance of 
Jo Schmidt, owner of Genuine Jo’s Oyster Bar. Her body 
was found in a Dumpster behind her restaurant.

Police were pursing the theory that her murder, like so 
many others, was the work of a nenioj shiv gang. 
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Finnegan  
declines…

Very Honorable  
Permanent President  
Mal Malenkovich 

Excellency: 
I wish to immediately respectfully withdraw my 

application for consideration as the Nation’s Poet Laureate. 
I’m afraid my current workload as Judge-Sergeant in the 
Verda Zona would preclude the proper discharge of the 
honorable duties of the Nation’s leading Poet. 

 I look forward with eager anticipation to your splendid 
choice from among the finest men and women writing 
Esperanto poetry today. 

Sincerely 

Always humbly at your service, 

Timothy Jasper Finnegan, JS-6, Verda Zono 

Once home, Finnegan sits 
before his beloved typewriter. 
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McCarthy’s 
secret  …

Just as Finnegan is 
leaving to mail that 
letter, McCarthy shows 
up at the doorstep. He’s 
disguised in monk’s 
robes. 

“Judge,” he 
whispers, “I’ve some 
awful news I can only 
tell ye in open space.”

“Spill, McCarthy,” 
Finnegan tells him. 
“We’re secure. I have a 
Silencer in every room.”

McCarthy makes the 
sign of the cross over 
himself and lets 
Finnegan have it.

“The First Lady, a bloated corpse,” he whispers.
“You’re daft, man,” says Finnegan. “She’s as alive as 

you and me. I’ve seen her on TV. Go easy on the 
cigars.”

“Twas I who pulled her out of the bay with me own 
hands,” McCarthy says. From underneath his robes, he 
draws a diamond necklace. From it dangles the golden 
figure of Jeez, stamped on the back: M.M.M.

Finnegan recoils in horror.
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“I’m filled with the fear, judge. I could lose me position 
over this, if not end up in a dungeon entirely. And Christ 
help me I’ve got two babbies to feed.”

“Babies?”
“I’ve coupled with a lovely mother from New Orlins.”
“McCarthy, your fantastic tales make me afraid for 

your mental health. You’re either a raving madman or 
something very sinister is going on.”

Finnegan stared out the window.
“You need to be off street patrol,” he tells McCarthy. 

“The stress is too much for you. Bring in one high-profile 
arrest, man, for the crime of treason. I can always use 
another worthless bailiff. Give me an excuse to promote 
you, and we’ll get you treated for paranoia and make 
sure to feed those babies.”   
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Mary and Danny meet in secret at the oyster bar. 
Mary promises to use her new government position to 
get them both back to New Dakota.

“So your spying for the President? On one of his 
own ministers? I worry about you,” Danny says.

“Danny, I acted my way off an Iowa potato farm and 
onto the biggest stages in Darwin Flats.”

“I hate that name. It will always be Chicago to me.”
“It hasn’t been Chicago since … Danny, I’ll find a way 

to get us back to New Dakota. You’re going to father my 
gorgeous six children and be a hard-working, faithful 
and obedient husband. And, that, corporal, is an order.”
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Waiting for a ferry back to The City, Danny reveals to 
Mary what Minister Joss has in mind for him.

“They’re going to make me a war hero. I’ll be sent all 
around the country, you know, inspiring people.”

“Danny, say no. Refuse. Find some excuse. You don’t 
want to get involved with these people.”

“They’re going to pay me … a lot,” says Danny.
Mary steps up to whisper: “We’re standing on the spot 

where the First Lady was murdered. While the 
President’s bodyguard stood by. That’s the kind of 
people we’re dealing with.”

He stares, shocked, into her blue eyes.
“I’ve never lied to you, Danny. I saw it. She’s dead. I 

know they’re showing TV footage of her but it’s old. 
I’m so scared, I’ve got smoke myself to sleep.”
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“I’m a quad corporal 

now,” Danny says. 
“They’ve promoted me. 
I took an oath. This is still 
American soil. Sorta. We’re 
still fighting Mexico, right? 
I’m a lot more useful here, 
helping keep people’s 
spirits up, than I was as a 
tank driver back home.”

“Oh ye of too much 
faith, Danny.”

“What does that mean?”
“What is this thing 

called America, Danny? If 
it’s worth fighting for, what 
is it exactly?”

“Well, it’s the Statue of 
Liberty.”

“The torch hasn’t been lit in years.”
“It’s the Constitution.”
“Written by slave owners.”
“It’s the Bill of Rights.”
“Trampled on since the day it was written.”
“Okay, Miss Brainiac, I don’t know what it is, but it’s 

worth fighting for.”
The ferry’s foghorn bleated in the dark mist. “You 

first, I’ll take the next boat,” Mary says. “We’ve got to be 
very careful, Danny.”

“Aw, I can handle myself,” Danny says.
Really? Mary said to herself. Danny, you came here 

as a tourist and wound up drafted into their Army.
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Piano deported …

Following the bombing of Reverse Lightning Labs, the 
Mexican government deported all recent refugees 
from Jeffersonia.

In Santa Cruz, Piano boarded the Airmobile with a 
sad, sad heart. He’d been looking forward to the happy, 
productive life he might have had in Mexico. 

And now the Mexicans gave him a copy of the Book 
of Jeez and thrust him across the border and into the 
miserable Blua Zona. 

The shack he’d once built with his bare hands had 
been taken over by a shiv gang. So Piano began anew, 
sheltering under a poncho, with a baseball bat for 
protection, and little to do but read the Book of Jeez.
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The Mexican Book of Jeez was written in Esperanto, 

and it said very different things than the English version, 
published in Jeffersonia. 

The English Book of Jeez claimed that God’s love was 
enumerated in dollars. In the Esperanto version, God’s 
love was proven when people took care of one another. 

When Piano had nearly drowned, the Mexicans had 
rescued him — a nenio stranger! They’d nursed him back 
to health and offered him a job and a home, their charity 
only reaching its limits with the bombing of the Labs. 

In Jeffersonia, starving nenioj died moaning in the 
muddy alleys, with passersby yelling: It’s your fault. You 
shoulda worked harder.

Piano, feeling enlightened, decided to spread the 
word of Mexico’s version of the Book of Jeez. 
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As Piano was preaching at the Intell-Wall, a storm 

came upon the land. It was hard to tell whether the 
rumbling in the clouds was thunder or anti-aircraft 
fire. 

The cold rain fell like a Biblical punishment on his 
sparse crowd of followers. None of this rabble had a 
steady job. Few had ever seen a doctor. Most existed 
on Rx1 Potatoes, plus whatever half-blind fish they 
could catch in the polluted bay waters. 

They were refugees from every waterlogged nation 
on Earth, their shoeless children either sick and listless 
— or feral, dangerous beasts.
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Piano prayed for sunshine. It only rained harder. The 

rain would eventually stop, Piano knew, and hopefully his 
followers would see that as a sign of God’s favor.

“Tell us about Mexico,” screeched an old man.
“We got a right to know,” shouted a prostitute.
“I’ve been to the fabled land,” said Piano, an eye on 

the clouds, stalling for time. “Mexico is a land where men 
go to work, and women too, four hours of work 
guaranteed, and the children are sent to schools.”

A lightning bolt streaked from the heavens. 
With a blink and a whine, the Intelli-Wall’s lasers died.
Power failure! 
The way was open for the nenoij masses to escape 

the Blua Zona.
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The roar of the ferry’s turbines foiled the 
government’s listening devices, so Joss dared to say: 
“About the First Lady. People are beginning to ask 
questions. Remember always, Mary, that a Government 
employee’s first … duty … is to protect the boss.”

He locked her in with his eyes.
 “Today we will announce that the First Lady has 

embarked upon a mission to … encourage the 
teaching of Esperanto in the States. Mexico is constantly 
promoting Esperanto as the world language and so will 
find this news quite … pleasing.”

When the engine noise faded, Joss consulted his 
Official Communications Device. His eyes glowed with 
fear.

“No matter what our rank, none of us are safe from 
VHD,” he confessed. “Even the mistakes of an underling 
could get you Listed. Caution, Mary — our lives are at 
stake.”

On the foggy ferry …
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As Joss and Mary disembarked from the ferry, they 
passed knots of desperate nenoij.

As the privileged Ruga Zona people walked up the 
ferry ramp, the crowd mocked and jeered, and some 
threw empty bottles.

“Another gap in the wall last night,” Joss muttered.
The nenioj cried for potatoes.
They hissed.
They begged for blue cigars.
Mary bought three potatoes from a vendor and threw 

one to a boy who was overhanging the rail.
“Bad idea,” Joss scolded her. “They’d tear us to 

pieces if it wasn’t for the Guard.”
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Sitting against a wall was a thin, dirty, shy creature. 
Whether boy or girl, Mary could not tell.

Mary crouched to offer a potato.
The child would not reach for it.
“All we get are the desperados Mexico doesn’t want,” 

Joss says. “See, the nenio doesn’t have the sense to 
accept a free lunch.”

Mary hands the child both potatoes, and rises with 
tears in her eyes.

“Don’t be a fool, Mary,” Josh says. “The minute we 
leave, the shiv gangs will take them away from her. Your 
act of charity is endangering that child’s life.”

The beggar child threw one potato up into the crowd, 
and began to eat the other one raw.

“I’m surprised they remember how to eat,” says Joss.
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